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What is sublimation?
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How it’s done
The word “sublimation”
makes the process
sound complex and
difficult. It’s really not.
Sublimation is actually
quite simple and
refers to the process
of capturing ink on
paper and pressing it
onto a substrate with a
heat press. In technical
terms, it represents the
conversion of solid ink
to a gaseous state that
enables ink transfer
from one surface
to another.

Dye-sublimation works by penetrating
the surface of the substrate with ink.
Man-made materials such as such as
nylon, certain plastics and polyester
fabrics contain polymers that when
heated at 400° F (204° C), enable the
bonding of ink. The final result is a
printed fabric or other material without
any relief or thickness. When applied
to fabrics, the fabrics are washable
and retain the texture of the material.
When used on rigid surfaces, the ink
becomes durable and will not chip,
peel or scratch.
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What’s needed for sublimation
The following items are required
for sublimation:
• P
 ersonal computer equipped with
graphics software

Dye-Sublimation Process

1

 Create, edit or
import graphics
in your design
software.

• R
 IP software for management of
press and sublimation parameters
• P
 rinter equipped with sublimation inks
• S
 ublimation transfer paper
• H
 eat press
• S
 uitable objects or fabrics
for sublimation
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 Manage print
settings using RIP
software to ensure
that all images are
“mirrored” before
printing.

3

 Print with a
dye-sublimation
inkjet printer
using sublimation
transfer paper
and inks.

4

 Place print
on a sublimationready fabric or
substrate and
transfer using
a heat press.

5

 Graphics are
sublimated into
material.

6

 Sewing and
hemming may be
required when
creating custom
apparel, banners
and upholstery.

RIP
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Opportunities in dye-sublimation
You’ve probably seen sublimated items on numerous occasions but
never realized it. Dye-sublimation technology is used on a mass of
products and materials and a growing number of companies are
achieving business success through dye-sublimation printing onto
fabrics, flags, sportswear and swimwear. It’s also used by many
businesses to create custom objects and gadgets.
Dye-sublimation is the ideal complement to digital graphics and
reflects the creativity of the user. If you have ideas for a range of
personalized products, apparel or décor, then sublimation can be
the ideal way to make it all happen.
For sign and graphics users who want to expand their product
offering to provide more branding, promotion and customization
options for their customers, sublimation provides real added
value with application choices that include event banners and
promotions, ad hoc graphics, special apparel, furnishing and
custom branded interior design pieces.
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Choosing the right
sublimation printer
One common question is whether you
should opt for a desktop or wide-format dyesublimation printer. At first glance, a desktop
machine is an affordable and convenient
choice, but you have to decide if this is a
sustainable option for your business in the
long-term. Desktop systems use standard US
paper sizes and are restrictive in terms of the
size of item you can deliver, plus the ink costs
are typically high.
Wide format printers such as the Roland DG
Texart RT-640 sublimation printer allow for
growth and expansion of your business. The
RT-640 is able to print with large-sized media
and enables higher volume production. This
means that not only can you print hundreds
of small items such as caps, T-shirts, bags and

smartphone covers, but you can also diversify
into larger items such as soft signage, home
décor and sportswear. In the sign and graphics
business, when you increase your product
offering, you increase your profit potential.
When choosing a sublimation printer it’s
also important to consider your software
requirements. Not every sublimation printer
has RIP (Raster Image Processing) software
included and you’ll need this software to
process your digital graphics for printing
and to manage your overall print production.
Fortunately, the Roland DG Texart RT-640 is
bundled with ErgoSoft Roland Edition RIP that
was created especially to support both 4-color
and 8-color sublimation printing.
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Choosing a heat press
When considering a heat press, there are
a number of distinct types that work with
different types of media. The following devices
enable effective transfer onto different sizes
and substrate types:

Calender Press
Calender presses are used to heat transfer
from a printed roll of paper onto polyester
fabric – the roll of paper is attached to the
press and fed through with the fabric.
Average-sized calender presses are available
in working widths of around 65" to 70.9". Some
are simple roll-fed designs and others are
designed to
enable precut fabric
pieces to be
fed through
individually.

Flatbed Press
Flatbed presses typically have a rigid tabletop
surface that supports transfers onto solid
objects such
as sheet
metal, wood,
ceramic tiles,
floor mats,
carpet tiles
and small
pre-cut fabric
pieces.

Clam Heat Press
The compact and convenient T-shirt “clam”
press is used to transfer onto apparel and
small-coated items such as tiles, metal signs and
plaques. It is also used to produce small fabric
color proofs before full production printing.

3D Vacuum Heat Press
A high-tech machine that allows easy heat
transfer onto materials with a curved edge or
irregular shape, such as a smart phone covers,
mugs, ceramic plates, picture frames, sporting
goods and buttons.

For a list of recommended sublimation partners,
please visit www.rolanddga.com/rtpartners
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Transfer paper

Finishing options

The transfer papers
used in sublimation
are highly advanced
and specifically
developed for dyesublimation printing.
Transfer papers must
have the right level
of ink-resistance so
that the ink does
not penetrate the
fibers of the paper.
This ensures that the
ink stays on the paper after printing, but also allows as much ink as
possible to be sublimated off the paper at the required temperature
without being pressed back into the paper.

Should you choose to bring all your
finishing in-house, there are a number
of options available, depending on which
kind of applications and services you are
offering to your customers. You will need
the following:

A good paper from 90gsm to 140gsm will hold the same amount of ink.
Heavier paper ripples less under heavy ink loading. With lighter paper,
users can run presses slightly faster. It is also less expensive and good
for textile use but not always ideal for rigid substrates.

Apparel and soft signage production requires some manner of
sewing and hemming for custom apparel, custom upholstery, banner
pole pockets, and silicone edge sewing for SEG graphic applications
(a special tension frame system that’s used for creating easy-to-install
soft signage.) This requires a manual sewing machine for apparel
and small signage solutions and a computerized automatic sewing
machine with auto-command and auto-feed features for large format
joint and hemming.

A good sublimation tip to remember is, if you are storing print transfers
ready-to-transfer at a later date, they should be kept in a polythene bag
or covered. This will minimize absorption of moisture and maintain print
integrity before heat transfer.

Cutting Device
Initially, you’ll need a rotary blade and
hot knife for simple cutting of knit materials and for the cutting and
sealing of woven fabric but you’ll ultimately need an X/Y table cutter
or digital flatbed cutter/plotter with registration capabilities for
accurate knit and woven cutting and for effective pattern cutting,
if you plan to print and sew your own apparel.

Sewing Device
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Soft-signage
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Rigid substrates and objects
Soft signage is the term used to
describe fabric and soft substrate
signs, banners, displays, custom
sets and flags for events, pointof-purchase graphics, museum or
educational signs and banners, and
custom wall coverings. Soft signage is
light and easy to transport and install
which makes it the ideal print method
for trade-show, event and mobile
promotional applications.
For retailers, translucent, stretched
fabrics are a subtle alternative to
traditional banners, as important
product placements can be visible
through the fabric. This translucent
effect is also ideal for exhibition
stands as an alternative to generic
solid wall panels; translucent fabric
panels create the impression of
structure without obscuring view
of messaging and products, while
offering a more inviting feel.
Significant cost savings can be made
on installation with the use of modern
frames and sign systems. Soft-signage
solutions such as the SEG special
tension frame system can be added
to sign output so that they can be
fitted quickly and easily.

Specially purchased pre-coated sheets
of aluminum, hardboard, and metal can
be used in conjunction with flatbed heat
presses to make rigid signage. Other
available pre-coated substrates can be
sublimated using a 3D vacuum press,
including items like smart phone cases,
tableware, eyewear and more.
Users also have the option of pre-coating
materials to prep them for sublimation. By
spraying or powder coating a heat resistant
polyester lacquer onto the surface of a
material, and oven baking it, you can make
any number of materials sublimation ready.
Objects that have been successfully printed
using a sublimation process include bags,
key chains, backpacks, coffee mugs, jewelry
boxes and many more.
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Interior decoration

Sportswear
From soccer, basketball and ice hockey
jerseys, to Lycra based fabrics for swimming,
and cycling, if they have graphics on them
they have almost certainly been applied
using sublimation. With sublimation printing,
users can create unique designs, personal
branding, and sponsorship branding for
the lucrative sport and lifestyle market.

Sublimated fabrics are used to
create unique wall coverings,
graphic art, tablecloths, curtains,
furniture, sofas, chair coverings
and more.
Dye-sublimation for the interior
and décor industries has reached
the price and quality point that is
considered a ‘must have’ service
for decorators and designers and
represents a more cost effective
and less-limited alternative to
traditional print processes.
One-off custom interior designs
were too costly and too difficult
to produce before wide-format
sublimation. With a wide-format
set-up, you can now create an
amazing range of items.

Performance fabrics for sublimation are
lightweight, durable, stretchy and available
in a wide range of finishes. Almost all sports
uniforms and other performance fabrics are
made from polyester. To maintain the fabric’s
feel and integrity, nothing prints better or
with more vivid color than dye-sublimation.
Digital dye-sublimation can just as easily
produce a one-off or a short run of items
for a team, or use the same overall image
but customize each individual shirt. In fact,
many designs can only be produced by
sublimation, creating a completely
new market for digital-only sports
clothing producers.
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Fashion
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Useful links
TEXART™ RT-640 Dye-Sublimation Printer
Learn more about the Roland Texart RT-640
sublimation printer, designed to provide superb
quality, productivity and ease of operation.
Featuring Texart SBL3 sublimation ink,
the RT can open, see how it can open up your
business to simply brilliant options in apparel,
soft signage, and product printing.
www.rolanddga.com/rt

Roland Academy
Roland Academy offers workshops and webinars for each of Roland’s product lines, featuring
hands-on instruction by industry experts. Use the link below for a unique educational experience
that will help you acquire the skills you need for your business.
www.rolanddga.com/RolandAcademy

ROLAND DGA OFFICIAL SITE

As well as being used to create T-shirt
graphics and fast fashion apparel,
sublimation printing is used worldwide
by many leading high-end fashion
houses. The latest materials don’t look
or feel synthetic – from glossy satins for
ties, tops and dresses, to hefty thick
canvases for luggage.
With the brilliant color, solid blacks
and fine details available with machines
like the Roland Texart RT-640, creating
one-off and short run custom outfits,
runway prototypes, and eye-catching
graphic apparel is fast and the results
can be astounding.

www.rolanddga.com

ROLAND DGA FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/rolanddga

ROLAND DGA YOUTUBE

www.youtube.com/rolanddga

R

ROLAND NEWS, VIEWS,
AND HOW-TO’S BLOG

blog.rolanddga.com

ROLAND DGA TWITTER

@RolandDGA

ROLAND DGA INSTAGRAM

@RolandDGA
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